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When PRC leader Xi Jinping met with the Taiwan’s former vice president,
Vincent Siew, at the APEC leaders meeting in early October, he went
beyond reiterating the standard position on the importance of promoting
peaceful development of cross-Strait relations. Xi said that, in the “long
term,” political differences between the two sides must be resolved and
not be passed on from generation to generation. In this essay we explore
that statement and its implications.

Xi Jinping Pushes Political Dialogue . . .
Just as CLM 42 was being posted online in early October, PRC leader Xi Jinping and
Taiwan’s former Vice President Vincent Siew were meeting in Bali, Indonesia, where
each headed his government’s delegation to the APEC leaders meeting. Predictably, Xi
emphasized the importance of enhancing cross-Strait political trust and hammering out a
common political foundation as the key to guaranteeing the continued peaceful
development of cross-Strait relations.
But Xi then went on to say that, looking to the long term, the longstanding political
differences between the two sides must eventually be resolved step by step and not
passed down from generation to generation (总不能将这些问题一代一代传下去).1
Elaborating on how this could take place, Xi noted that the Mainland had stated many
times that, within the “one China framework,” it was willing to hold “equal
consultations” (平等协商) with the Taiwan side regarding cross-Strait political questions
and to make “fair and reasonable arrangements” (合情合理安排).
Xi’s call for eventual political talks was not new. It is a staple of virtually every policy
statement by a senior PRC official about cross-Strait relations. But his “generation to
generation” comment was not standard fare and it raised questions about whether he was
amending or even discarding the “patient” approach laid out in Hu Jintao’s December 31,
2008, “six-point” speech,2 indicating that he would push harder for political talks in the
short term, perhaps seeking unification within a more compressed timeframe, or whether
he had something less ambitious, and less hurried, in mind.
Xi’s line was echoed and amplified in a series of high-level remarks in the following
weeks. At a cross-Strait “peace forum” several days after Bali, State Council Taiwan
Affairs Office (TAO) Director Zhang Zhijun observed that Xi’s “generation to
generation” remarks had “deep meaning” (寓意深刻), were based on a “profound sense of
history” (厚重的历史感), and bespoke a “sincere aspiration” (真诚的愿望). “At the same
time,” Zhang said, “they clarified fundamental considerations involved in the resolution
of cross-Strait political differences” (同时讲清了对解决两岸政治分歧问题的基本考虑).3
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Even though the two sides agreed the easier and economic issues should be addressed
first, economic and political issues are not always strictly separated from one another,
Zhang argued. Moreover, a number of the cross-Strait agreements already concluded, as
well as topics of interest to Taiwan for future agreement, have political dimensions. For
example, the handling of Taiwan’s participation in foreign-related activities cannot
circumvent political aspects of cross-Strait relations.
Admittedly, Zhang went on, the differences between the two sides are complex and will
take time to resolve. The Mainland recognizes this and “has the strong determination as
well as the necessary patience” (有坚定的决心，也有必要的耐心) to ultimately realize
reunification. “But that does not mean waiting passively without doing anything”
(但这并非意味着消极等待，无所作为).4 While “some political differences can be shelved
temporarily, it is impossible to avoid them totally or for a long time” (一些政治争议尽
管可以暂时搁置，但不可能完全和长期回避). Paying attention only to economics and not
politics (只经不政) is not sustainable
Putting a gloss on the adage Xi had used with Wu Poh-hsiung in June about how the
Mainland realized that “three feet of ice cannot melt in a day” (冰冻三尺, 非一日之寒),5
Zhang cautioned that, nonetheless, if the two sides did not have communication and
dialogue about difficult political questions, and did not start talking, then not only would
there be no way to resolve the problems, but the ice “could become thicker and harder”
(有可能会结得更厚，冻得更硬).

. . . and Senior Officials Link It to Reunification
Zhang and other senior officials went further, linking political talks and peaceful
development to ultimate reunification. It is virtually a requirement in comprehensive
remarks on cross-Strait relations to talk about reunification. But often when speaking to
Taiwan audiences in recent years, Mainland officials have gone out of their way to draw
a distinction between peaceful development and a final resolution in the form of
reunification. Zhang himself has done so in the past.
Obviously, the objective of that approach is, while not retreating from the ultimate goal,
to try to assure people in Taiwan that peaceful development of cross-Strait relations is
about the here and now, not about creating a path straight to unification. Lately, however,
speeches by senior PRC officials have not made such an explicit distinction and have
actually drawn quite direct links between political talks, peaceful development, and
reunification, all in the context of rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.
In his speech at the “peace forum” in October, Zhang Zhijun made a number of
references to reunification, including linking it to peaceful development of cross-Strait
relations and rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, but these points were not highlighted
and seemed more or less to follow a well-trodden path.6
But when State Councilor Yang Jiechi addressed a seminar in November, he appeared to
take things a bit further. Yang asserted that the “most distinctive feature” (最鲜明的特色)
of the important thought of peaceful development of cross-Strait relations is the “close
2
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integration of the historic mission of completing the unification of the motherland with
the ambitious goal of revitalizing the Chinese nation” (把完成祖国统一的历史使命同实现
7
中华民族伟大复兴的宏伟目标紧密联系起来).
This point was repeated again several days later by recently retired TAO Deputy Director
Sun Yafu at a conference in Hong Kong. While citing Xi Jinping’s “generation to
generation” remarks, Sun turned the connection around a bit. He spoke of the necessity to
address and resolve some important political differences in order to create conditions for
the advancement of peaceful development of cross-Strait relations. But then he seemed to
change direction and closed his speech with ringing rhetoric not only linking peaceful
development of cross-Strait relations to completing the great task of rejuvenation of the
Chinese nation but also identifying unification as an “historical necessity” (歷史必然) in
the course of moving forward in that cause and expressing confidence that, in the
rejuvenation process, all Chinese could with one heart complete the great work of
unifying the motherland.8
The connection between peaceful development and reunification was also advanced in an
article that Zhang Zhijun published in People’s Daily on December 31, 2013, to
commemorate the 35th anniversary of the path-breaking January 1, 1979, Standing
Committee “Message to Taiwan Compatriots.”9 In the course of his comprehensive look
at Taiwan policy and cross-Strait relations, Zhang both began with a reference to
achieving reunification and ended with one, including seven such references in all.
Moreover, in his concluding paragraph he made the same sort of linkage Yang had
between the peaceful development of cross-Strait relations and that ultimate goal.
We should fully implement all the requirements of the 18th CPC National
Congress regarding Taiwan-related work, unswervingly implement the
central authorities’ fundamental policies regarding Taiwan-related work,
steadfastly take the correct path of the peaceful development of crossStrait relations, continue to create new prospects for the peaceful
development of cross-Strait relations, and in the course of realizing the
Chinese nation’s great rejuvenation accomplish the great cause of the
motherland’s reunification.10
One month later, at a Taiwan work conference in late January, Politburo Standing
Committee Member Yu Zhengsheng gave an “important speech” in which he made the
linkage even more explicit.11
The general goal of Taiwan-related work in the current circumstances is to
achieve reunification of the motherland in the process of realizing the
great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.
Taiwan-related work should focus on maintaining the correct
direction of cross-Strait relations’ development and consolidate the
political, economic, cultural and social foundation for the peaceful
development of cross-Strait ties so as to create favorable conditions for
peaceful reunification.

3
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Taiwan Pushes Back
Whatever Xi’s intention and that of his colleagues, Taiwan’s response to all these
statements was to reiterate Taipei’s view that it was premature to address the question of
authoritative political dialogue, much less to resolve significant political differences or
even speak of unification. The Mainland Affairs Council (MAC) press release on the
Siew-Xi meeting made no reference to the “generation to generation” comment, reporting
instead that during their conversation Xi had “strongly affirmed and valued the spirit of
shelving disputes and building mutually beneficial cross-strait relations shown by the two
sides.”12
Asked about the matter at his press conference after meeting with Xi, Siew stressed the
importance of the 1992 Consensus, saying that the political differences across the Strait
arose out of the history of the past 60 years and could not be resolved in just a few years.
Rather, one must slowly accumulate mutual trust, and only when that process has reached
a certain point can those differences be resolved. Pressed specifically on Xi’s “generation
to generation” remark, Siew said that as long as leaders and people on the two sides
enhance mutual understanding, interactions, and trust, and create a consensus, they will
probably find a way to create a fair and reasonable plan to solve differences slowly. But,
he added, no one knows how long that will take.13
When the Mainland sought to press Taiwan participants in the October Shanghai “peace
forum” to endorse a more rapid pace of political dialogue and negotiation it backfired,
not only creating open disagreements, but also generating outspoken complaints about the
PRC’s high-pressure tactics. Debate was particularly intense about the idea of a “peace
framework” (和平架构), which was one of the four main topics at the forum.14 The
controversy was triggered by a PRC paper arguing in favor of a peace accord,
characterizing it as a “national accord” under the premise of protecting China’s territorial
integrity “during the interim period before unification.” The author insisted that the
principle that “the two sides of the Strait belong to one China” was crucial to a peace
pact. But he also went further, arguing that while a peace accord was not a unification
pact, its “political connotations of unification” could not be ignored.15
Taiwan attendees reacted strongly. As one Taiwan participant put it, placing a peace
accord in a “before unification” context does not “face reality.” “It’s like the Republic of
China does not exist.”16 If the Mainland did not face objective reality and if it set a “one
China framework” as a precondition, said another participant, it would be difficult for the
two sides at the forum to continue their discussion.17 In essence, as one press account
described it, the two sides largely talked past each other and often were diametrically
opposed, with the Blue and Green members from Taiwan holding a largely unified
position against their Mainland counterparts.18
Thus, the most that participants could agree on were broad generalities such as fostering
conditions for the leaders of the two sides to meet and “enhancing” coordination and
cooperation in external affairs. But when it came to specifics, particularly on political and
security issues, there were yawning gaps. Even the official Chinese new agency took note
of that.
4
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Despite the consensus reached among academics from both sides, their
views differ on particular issues, such as how to make reasonable
arrangements for cross-Strait political relations in the context of continued
political confrontation; how to clarify the legal relationship between the
one-China framework and the existing rules of the two sides; the political
meaning of an official end to the state of hostility between the two sides;
and how to establish a mechanism to build confidence in military security
across the Strait.19
Similarly, at a KMT-CCP forum several days later, the Mainland side sought to include
reference to the “one China framework” in the preamble to the concluding report. As at
the peace forum, Taiwan participants not only resisted including such a reference but
opposed any reference to political issues in the conclusions, and it was only after what
one media report characterized as “intensive discussions” (密集商談) and “political
wrangling” (政治角力) that a set of 19 common recommendations was agreed upon, none
of which touched on political questions beyond the standard reiteration of opposition to
Taiwan independence and adherence to the 1992 Consensus.20
Speaking at a dinner with Yu Zhengsheng on the eve of the KMT-CCP forum, honorary
KMT chairman Wu Poh-hsiung apparently tried to square the circle by employing a
“generation to generation” formula that would be acceptable in Taiwan. Wu said he
“hoped that people would continue to promote peaceful relations between the two sides
of the Strait from generation to generation and achieve the mission of jointly rejuvenating
the Chinese nation” (希望一代接一代，繼續推動兩岸和平關係，實現共同振興中華的任務;
emphasis added). 21
But at the same time as these rhetorical tugs of war were going on, Taiwan officials,
including President Ma Ying-jeou, insisted that Taipei had not “avoided” politics when
necessary. Ma pointed to the 1992 Consensus, which he identified as a “high-level
political issue.” Moreover, even if making a rather different point from Zhang Zhijun’s,
in ways Ma argued together with the TAO director by asserting that some of the crossStrait agreements already contained “low-level” political aspects. In any case, Ma denied
he was willfully seeking to push handling of political issues off to future generations. The
point was not whether an issue was political, it was whether it needed to be addressed.
It is not that we avoid touching the political issues and pass them on
generation to generation. [In fact my administration is] willing to discuss
any issue as long as it is an urgent one.22
Ma pointed to the fact that there was no consensus in Taiwan to talk about the kinds of
steps Beijing had raised such as a peace accord or mutual military confidence-building
measures. Reiterating a point he had made before, Ma argued that the essence of crossStrait peace already existed so a formal accord was unnecessary, whereas there were still
tasks to complete in the economic area.23 “We don’t exclude such negotiations, but there
are priorities. We don’t see now as the right time, and there is no need to discuss a peace
pact (with China) at the moment.”24
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The Ma administration clearly wants to maintain momentum in cross-Strait relations and
to make progress to the degree that it is possible. But as MAC head Wang Yu-chi
observed, while Taipei believes the direction of cross-Strait relations must be positive
and that they must not be allowed to backtrack, public opinion must be taken into
consideration in determining the pace of cross-Strait exchanges.25 Based on that public
opinion, Wang said, it is still too early to talk about political issues. In line with Ma’s
thinking, Wang commented that a peace accord is neither a high priority nor urgent.26
Accordingly, he said, “we are keeping to our own schedule.”27

Wang-Zhang Meeting
In laying out his view about not passing political differences on from generation to
generation, Xi Jinping also told Vincent Siew that the people in charge of the responsible
departments from both sides of the Strait could meet and exchange views on those issues
that needed tending. It was not by accident, therefore, that Wang Yu-chi and Zhang
Zhijun had a short “encounter” in the lobby of the Bali hotel on the margins of the APEC
meeting where Xi and Siew met in October. The fact that for the first time they referred
to each other by their official titles28 became a major topic of discussion in Taiwan,
though it is worth noting that PRC media did not even report that they had done so, much
less comment on it.29
Zhang invited Wang to visit the Mainland, and arrangements were eventually made for
them to meet in Nanjing and Shanghai between February 11 and 14, 2014. In the
meantime, however, there was obviously a certain degree of verbal arm-wrestling going
on. As late as January 10 Wang said the two sides were still discussing time, venue, and
agenda,30 and formal confirmation of the visit did not come until January 28.31
In the run-up to the trip, both the Legislative Yuan (LY) and the Mainland side put severe
strictures on what could be discussed—apparently either in private or in public. The LY
ruled out anything that touched on “one China” or any cross-Strait political topic.32 And
despite efforts in Taipei to deflect the question, the Mainland reportedly insisted that
Wang avoid topics such as “the ROC,” human rights, democracy, and the rule of law, as
well as any reference to the title “president.”33 (When asked about any PRC limits on
what Wang could raise, a TAO spokesman responded only indirectly, saying that China
did not want anything to happen that “could disturb arrangements for the talks.”34)
On the other hand, a PRC official reportedly said that Beijing hoped that at least a
“consensus memorandum” could be signed at the end of the talks as the “enforceable”
basis of future talks.35 But this was clearly way beyond anything Wang was authorized to
do and any kind of joint document was ruled out by Taipei before he set off for
Nanjing.36 Indeed, the MAC head said he would not even touch on any sensitive political
issues―“I think it’s better to make this meeting simple”37―although Wang said he
would “stand firm” on the government’s positions on cross-Strait relations38 and would
make “appropriate comments on suitable occasions” (在適當場合說該說的話).39
To demonstrate his follow-through on these last points, Wang later highlighted the fact
that he had attached a name card with his official MAC title to a wreath he presented at
6
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the Sun Yat-sen mausoleum in Nanjing and that he had publicly referred to the “Republic
of China” in remarks he made on leaving the mausoleum. Perhaps not as directly
“confrontational,” at several points Wang also called on the two sides to face the “crossStrait reality.”40 Finally in this regard, Wang reported that, while in their meeting Zhang
Zhijun had referred to Ma Ying-jeou either as “Mr. Ma” or “your leader,” Wang had
consistently referred to Ma as “president.”41
As things turned out, the two ministers focused primarily on “operational” issues such as
health insurance for students, prospects for advancing the post-ECFA follow-on
agreements and for Taiwan’s participation in regional economic activities,
communication channels between TAO and MAC, exchange of media bureaus, and the
proposed exchange of offices between the two “unofficial” bodies that handle cross-Strait
relations on a day-to-day basis, Taiwan’s Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) and the
Mainland’s Association for Relations across the Taiwan Strait (ARATS).
On the communication channel, as of this writing, details are apparently still being
worked out. But they reportedly will involve telephone links between the two ministers,
their deputies, and chief secretaries.42 Moreover, it was agreed that Zhang Zhijun will pay
a return visit to Taiwan “soon,” perhaps as early as April, with a second Wang trip to the
Mainland anticipated for later in the year.
With regard to Taiwan’s drive for participation in regional economic activities, there
seems to be a delicate minuet going on. First of all, there is the question of the priority
between cross-Strait economic relations and engaging in regional economic efforts.
Which, if either, comes first? And then there is the issue of whether and how Taiwan and
the Mainland relate in terms of regional structures.
On the former, although the MAC speaks of advancing cross-Strait economic cooperation
and participating in regional economic integration as activities to be pursued “side by
side,”43 and the briefings of both sides following Wang’s visit implied that this was a
view shared by the Mainland, it seems that Beijing in reality has a different perspective.
In any enumeration of goals, Mainland briefers have consistently listed completion of
ECFA follow-on agreements ahead of discussion of regional activities. Moreover, Zhang
is reported to have told Wang that before the two sides can jointly explore a viable
approach “to building a link between cross-Strait economic cooperation and regional
economic cooperation” (previewing the Mainland’s view on the second topic), the two
sides should finish up the post-ECFA work, including ratification of the services trade
agreement still awaiting LY approval as well as completing and ratifying the
commodities trade agreement and the agreement on dispute resolution.44
On the second issue, how cross-Strait economic relations tie into participation in regional
activities, it is reasonable to assume that Taipei has no desire to be subsumed within a
“Chinese” membership or delegation to either the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) or the Transpacific Partnership (TPP), both of which are high
priorities for Ma. Nonetheless, as indicated above, Beijing has consistently talked about
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how the two sides need to work together to link up their bilateral economic cooperation
with regional efforts.
It was therefore intriguing when at this year’s APEC leaders meeting in Bali Vincent
Siew spoke about “jointly participating” in regional economic activities. But the likely
limits of his conception were evident in his advocacy to Xi that Taiwan needed to sign
bilateral trade agreements with economic partners and join both the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) agreement and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP). Moreover, he complained that Beijing was preventing Taiwan from asserting its
own international identity by blocking its entry into international institutions and signing
free-trade deals with its Asian neighbors: “It’s not only a very unfortunate situation, it’s
also not a fair one. We should be able to participate in all these efforts.”45
Against this background, it is noteworthy that when he spoke of his agenda for talks with
Zhang Zhijun in mid-February, Wang Yu-chi said they would discuss “both sides of the
Strait jointly participating in regional economic integration” (兩岸共同參與區域經濟整合),46
and MAC used similar words in summing up the meeting afterward.47
But while one doesn’t know what Wang specifically had in mind, clearly Taipei is not
looking to directly partner with Beijing in such efforts or, as we have said, to operate
under Beijing’s aegis. Based on the precedent of other experiences relating to Taiwan’s
“international space,” at a minimum Beijing will insist on consultation. But one hopes
that Mainland officials recognize the sensitivities involved inside Taiwan. And, indeed, in
private conversations PRC officials say they understand that any perception of Taipei
seeking “permission” from Beijing is poisonous in Taiwan, and they deny that is their
intent. Yet the fact is they insist on arrangements that strongly convey the impression that
permission is necessary, so there will be some delicate maneuvering in the months ahead.
Regarding the long-pending reciprocal exchange of SEF and ARATS offices, during their
meeting in Nanjing, Zhang Zhijun urged Wang to engage in joint efforts to reach a
consensus.48 But the most the MAC could offer after the conversation was that the two
sides “agreed to more proactively discuss feasible measures and pragmatically handle
issues related to the establishment of reciprocal institutions.”49 The TAO statement
tracked that pretty closely, saying that the two sides would continue to consult on the
matter, concretely and appropriately handling the remaining issues so as to realize the
plan of establishing the reciprocal offices as soon as possible.50
That after all of this time they could not come up with a mutually satisfactory solution to
the one significant remaining question, that of SEF officials paying “humanitarian visits”
to Taiwan citizens detained on the Mainland, speaks volumes about the gap in the
approaches of the two sides, both how politically important the issue is in Taiwan and
how sensitive the Mainland is to perceptions the SEF office would be functioning like a
consulate.51 Failure to close that gap by the time Zhang visits Taiwan this spring could
very well dampen any sense that qualitative advances in overall cross-Strait relations are
feasible in the short run.

8
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The use of “titles” was handled sufficiently well for both sides to come away satisfied,
though clearly not all of Taipei’s druthers were fully met. Each principal used the other’s
“ministerial” title in their face-to-face meetings. Even there, however, whereas Wang
spelled out Zhang’s entire title as Director of the Taiwan Affairs Office Zhang
(國臺辦張主任), Zhang merely referred to Wang “Minister Wang Yu-chi” (王郁琦主委).
Wang took note of this in their meeting with cameras rolling, saying that he hoped the
day would come when they could call each other by their official titles (互稱職銜). 52
At the same time, although the Mainland has now started to refer to the Mainland Affairs
Council by its full name (大陆委员会), and Mainland media prominently reported on the
meeting, those media reports, including the official announcement of Wang’s visit and
discussions of it afterward, nonetheless abstained from using Wang’s ministerial title,
only identifying him either as the “responsible person” (负责人)53 or “head” of the MAC.
Pressed to explain this practice, the TAO spokeswoman explained that the matter of titles
was handled in accordance with the “real situation” in cross-Strait relations. Zhang’s
employment of Wang’s ministerial title in their talks, she said, was a “pragmatic
arrangement” (务实安排) designed to deepen the peaceful development of cross-Strait
relations. The meetings between “those responsible for the departments handling crossStrait issues on the two sides” (双方两岸事务主管部门负责人) were held “on a common
political basis” (在共同政治基础上) and “in the spirit of mutual respect, seeking common
ground while putting aside differences and promoting positive interactions”
(本着相互尊重、求同存异、良性互动的精神来进行). But the handling of politically sensitive
issues (implicitly meaning use of titles beyond this very specific context) “should be
resolved through political dialogue and negotiations” (应该通过政治对话和谈判来解决), she
said.
All this may seem arcane for most readers, but the fact that it is being so carefully
orchestrated is testament to its significance.
In fact, this usage of Wang’s title was good enough to draw praise even from the DPP.54
That said, however, the opposition criticized many other aspects of the trip, voicing
suspicions ahead of time that Wang would make big concessions in secret negotiations in
order to promote the possibility of a Ma-Xi meeting,55 and charging afterward that Wang
had made several “fatal mistakes”56 and calling on him to provide a full accounting of his
conversations.57
A Ma-Xi meeting was broached in the final Zhang-Wang “tea” in Shanghai, when it was
raised by the TAO head. Apparently each side merely stated its position (including
Taiwan’s view that APEC would be the most appropriate venue because it would render
moot the issue of using official titles) but no effort was made to discuss it further. The
gap between the two sides was underscored by a TAO spokesperson shortly after, when
she made an even more definitive statement than usual rejecting any international venue,
including APEC.

9
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This is all related, of course, to a fundamental difference over approaches to the “ROC.”
One cannot refrain from inferring a connection between that difference and Zhang’s
activity while Wang Yu-chi was paying homage to Sun Yat-sen at Sun’s mausoleum the
day after the Nanjing meeting. Not only did Wang’s TAO escorts absent themselves
during the mausoleum visit, but Zhang Zhijun took the occasion to pay a widely reported
visit to the “Memorial Hall for Compatriots killed in the Nanjing Massacre by Japanese
Forces of Aggression.” While there, Zhang called on Taiwan compatriots to “bear in
mind national history and resolutely fight back against Japanese right-wing
provocation.”58 His moral was explicit: Although there are many differences and
disagreements between the two sides, when confronting a challenge to the fundamental
interests of the Chinese people, they must adopt a common position.
In light of the various constraints imposed on Wang’s visit, it would seem that its “larger”
achievement, beyond the use of titles and agreement to enhance communication and
conduct further visits, was simply that it took place. Wang termed it a “milestone” and
Ma Ying-jeou said it signified a significant step in the peaceful development of crossStrait relations and normalization of bilateral interactions.59 The TAO spokeswoman also
hailed it as “an important step” for promoting comprehensive development of cross-Strait
relations.60
At the same time, reflecting a healthy sense of realism, both sides cautioned that the road
ahead will be rough and further breakthroughs not easily come by.61
Still, and even if communication has not yet fully “institutionalized,” a pattern of
exchanges seems to be emerging.62 What will happen in those exchanges, of course, is
yet to be seen. But it is a notable first step toward consolidating more reliable
communication.

―Prelude to a Summit?
In the context of the Wang-Zhang meeting, much attention has been focused again on the
possibility of a Xi-Ma summit. Both sides are clearly interested, but, at least at this point,
their visions of the “necessary conditions” needed to pull it off remain far apart.
On the Mainland side, when TAO Deputy Director Sun Yafu was asked in October about
the prospect for such a meeting, he echoed the enthusiasm he had voiced earlier.63 Sun
said that holding leaders talks had been the Mainland’s policy for three decades and that
Beijing would work to make it happen. After all, he argued, there were many issues that
had not been resolved because the leaders of the two sides had not been able to meet to
resolve them. As the atmospherics were now improving, the two sides could discuss
conditions for holding a meeting. Rather optimistically, given how it has turned out so
far, he added that direct contacts between officials dealing with cross-Strait affairs could
create the necessary conditions for such a meeting.64
At the same time as it voices support for a Xi-Ma meeting, as already noted, the TAO
continues to rule out the possibility that such a meeting could take place either at APEC
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or any other “international occasion.” This position was reiterated at the time Sun
spoke,65 and again in the wake of the Wang-Zhang meetings in February.66
For his part, Ma has continued to make clear that he is quite open to the idea of a crossStrait summit,67 but he has also stood by his previous position that any such meeting
would have to be supported by the people in Taiwan, serve Taiwan’s interests, and take
place under circumstances that maintained the dignity of the nation, with equal status for
both sides.68 And as it had last summer, in response to Sun’s statement the MAC
amplified the dignity point by saying that any meeting must “fully manifest” Ma’s
capacity as president of the ROC.69 Especially with the MAC’s focus on APEC as “the
most appropriate venue,” however, no effort has been made by Taiwan to try to define
further how that requirement could be met.70
Unsurprisingly, although lambasting Xi Jinping for intensifying pressure on Taiwan to
open political negotiations that it said were designed specifically to lead to unification
under the “one China framework,” the DPP primarily focused its fire on the Ma
administration for seizing every possible opportunity to promote a Xi-Ma summit at
APEC. The party charged that, in effect, Ma was seeking to transform APEC, one of the
few international and regional events in which Taiwan can actively participate, into
merely an occasion for cross-Strait political dialogue. In so doing, it went on, the
administration was turning Taiwan’s international relations into “cross-Strait affairs” and
downgrading Taiwan’s international status, all in the service of promoting a cross-Strait
summit and establishing Ma’s place in history.71
Despite these charges, the possibility of a summit-level meeting was in fact not raised at
the APEC meeting in Bali when Xi and Vincent Siew met.72 And, as indicated earlier, it
got the barest mention during the recent Wang-Zhang encounter.
Meanwhile, although there has been considerable speculation that, in his new
responsibilities as Secretary General of the National Security Council, Taiwan’s outgoing
representative to the United States, King Pu-tsung, will really focus on year-end local
elections,73 more likely his main official tasks will extend outward. This will include
managing Taiwan’s entry into regional economic organizations and promoting Taipei’s
bilateral relationship with a variety of countries, not least among them the United States.
King’s responsibilities will also, however, relate importantly to advancing cross-Strait
relations, including the possibility of a Ma-Xi meeting.74

Future Prospects
Whatever progress on political issues Xi hoped to stimulate with his comment to Vincent
Siew it would seem that Taiwan’s realities will continue to impose significant limits.
Track II political dialogue will certainly continue (and a second round of the “peace
forum” is expected to take place in Taiwan in 2014), but the notion that common
positions will emerge that might be the basis of rethinking at the governmental level
seems premature at best.
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This is not to say that Beijing will not continue to press for political dialogue. It will. But
even though Xi’s remarks have been echoed a number of times by senior PRC officials,
and even though “reunification” seems to have become a more prominent feature of highlevel statements, we have already seen signs that the Mainland is not going to find many
allies among the Blue or Green camp in Taiwan in its efforts to press for formal
agreements such as a peace accord, especially if they are premised on a “one China”
foundation.
What is less clear is how far Taipei will go to cooperate with Beijing’s desire to
coordinate Taiwan’s participation in the international community. As unlikely as it seems
that the public in Taiwan would support working through the Mainland to achieve greater
political or economic space, some level of cooperation is obviously needed or else
Taiwan will be locked out. In the diplomacy that led to Taiwan’s invitation by the
International Civil Aviation Organization Council president to the organization’s triennial
meeting in Montreal last fall, it was very clear that the issue was not only that “one
China, one Taiwan” or “two Chinas” be avoided, something that the government in
Taipei certainly understands and does not seek to challenge. But, as Mainland officials
consistently emphasized, consultation between the two sides is also necessary in order to
come to “fair and reasonable arrangements.”75
The biggest question is how serious Beijing is about trying to press for serious political
talks in the foreseeable future. It seems to this observer that, while the intention is quite
serious, those guiding Taiwan policy in the Mainland realize the limits to what Ma Yingjeou can do. As former TAO head (now foreign minister) Wang Yi used to say, “We
won’t ask Ma to do what he can’t do.” But assessment of what “can” and “can’t” be done
is a judgment call.
Beijing has broadly hinted that if Ma could do more on key issues such as establishing a
cross-Strait military security mutual trust mechanism and negotiating a cross-Strait peace
accord within a one China framework, then Beijing would be prepared to go quite far in
agreeing to “fair and reasonable arrangements” for Taiwan’s participation in a broad
range of international activities and in the entire realm of future development of longterm cross-Strait relations.
As we have seen, however, while Taiwan indeed wants greater international space,
especially but not only in the economic sphere, and while Ma has personally endorsed the
concept of “one China” and a one China framework, formalizing such positions in crossStrait relations is a matter of extreme political sensitivity on the island. Hence, my
inclination is to agree with an experienced Mainland scholar who observed, “This year
won’t be suitable for Beijing to broach political negotiations because the Taiwanese
public is not behind it. But Beijing has become more confident in dealing with Taiwan.
So continuing to boost cultural and economic exchanges will pave the road for more
sensitive discussions in the future.”76
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The DPP Factor
One point to understand about the push by Xi and his colleagues is a continuing concern
about what might happen if the DPP returns to office in the presidential elections in 2016.
In my judgment, the idea that moving to formal “Taiwan independence” could become a
goal of a future DPP administration is fanciful. And although this concern continues to
animate PRC statements to a certain degree, I believe that informed Taiwan hands on the
Mainland understand that is the case.
What is not fanciful is that, for all of its internal wrestling with the future of its crossStrait policy, the party is unlikely to come up with a policy that is based on “one China.”
Former Premier Frank Hsieh has tried to push the party somewhat in that direction.
However, not only has he been rebuffed by the party, but he has had to make clear that he
is not actually advocating “one China” and that he dropped an earlier formulation (“one
China constitution”) because it was misconstrued and seen as leaning too far in that
direction. So even he has his limits. Still, Hsieh believes the party has evaded the issue
and he has explained that he is running for party chair in the May 2014 election in order
to promote a “breakthrough” (突破) in the DPP’s cross-Strait policy.77
The “report” of the DPP China Affairs Committee issued on January 9, 2014,78 shunned
not only Hsieh’s proposal but also one by the party’s LY whip, Ker Chieh-ming, to
“freeze” the 1991 so-called “independence” party plank that calls for the establishment of
a Republic of Taiwan. Party officials have long argued that the 1999 Kaohsiung
Resolution on Taiwan’s Future superseded the earlier plank, but they have not, and
apparently will not, either remove the earlier provision from the charter or even “freeze”
it.79
The Mainland has, of course, taken note of all of this and, having welcomed the proposal
to “freeze” the 1991 plank as a “positive sign” (积极的信号),80 it then sharply criticized the
DPP for its inability to accept that proposal or in any other way to move away from its
essential position on “one country on each side of the Strait.”
In his November speech, Sun Yafu observed that as long as the DPP continued to support
Taiwan independence and did not abandon the party’s Taiwan independence party
platform or its 2007 “normal state” resolution,81 Beijing would not have formal party-toparty relations with it.82 Following up on Sun’s remarks, the TAO briefer noted that
instead of abandoning those positions, the DPP was trying to use some “vague concepts”
(模糊的概念) to create a political foundation for interacting with the Mainland. She said
“the Mainland cannot possibly accept this” and called on the DPP to face reality and with
earnest resolve really abandon its unrealistic position of “Taiwan independence.”83
Though not reflected in the official TAO briefing transcript, it was reported that this
criticism was at least in part directed personally at DPP Chair Su Tseng-chang, who, the
spokeswoman said, “has never given up advocacy of Taiwan independence.”84 But the
fact of the matter is that no DPP chair would seek to have the party embrace “one China,”
and so if the DPP won in 2016, even if it dropped the 1991 plank, Beijing would have to
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confront a difficult choice of how to deal with authorities who had not accepted the
“required” framework for smooth cross-Strait relations.
So, in addition to trying to move the DPP off of its philosophical base, one presumes that
some of the Mainland’s motivation for the seemingly more urgent push for political
dialogue with the Ma administration is to try to lock in a relationship based on a “one
China framework” that cannot be reversed after 2016, no matter who wins the Taiwan
presidency. To succeed, of course, Beijing would have to convince the majority in
Taiwan that such a relationship was in their interest.
In addition, we will also be interested to see how the DPP plans to gain the support of the
crucial electoral center in circumstances when it is clear the PRC will not accept the
party’s current approach as a basis for advancing relations.

Afterword
As this essay was heading to publication, Xi Jinping met with KMT honorary chairman
and former Vice President Lien Chan.85 Xi focused on the common weal and woe of the
people on both sides of the Strait and the advantages that would come from striving
together for their mutual benefit.
Xi did not reengage on the “generation to generation” point he had made to Vincent Siew
last October, and he did not pick up on the “reunification” linkage other senior officials
had recently made. But his basic theme regarding the importance of peaceful
development under the “one China framework” and common identity was unchanged.
Xi appealed to a sense of “family” and cultural and historical affinity of people on both
sides of the Strait as part of the Chinese nation. He said he fully understood the feelings
of the people of Taiwan regarding their own experience and aspirations and fully
respected their choices regarding their social system and way of life. People on both sides
of the Strait would benefit from the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, Xi said. The
China dream is their common dream, and both should work to make it come true.
Some analysts have suggested that this “softer” line means Beijing will ease off on the
push for political dialogue. But this seems doubtful. While Xi may have avoided some of
the more “provocative” ideas he and others have voiced in recent months, it is unlikely
that this signals an abandonment of the Mainland’s desire to pursue such a dialogue. Xi’s
statement to Lien that he welcomed ideas from all elements of Taiwan society about how
to help promote peaceful development of cross-Strait relations perhaps reflected a clearer
understanding of the political realities in Taiwan than he showed in October and a greater
willingness to accommodate them. But the thrust of his remarks remained focused on
achieving that further development, including in the political realm, which clearly
continues to be high on his agenda.
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